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We consider a new variant of the online learning model in which the goal
of an agent is to choose his or her actions so as to maximize the number of
successes, while learning about his or her reacting environment through those
very actions. In particular, we consider a model of tennis play, in which the
only actions that the player can take are a pass and a lob, and the opponent
is modeled by two linear (probabilistic) functions fL(r)=a1 r+b1 and fP(r)=
a2 r+b2 , specifying the probability that a lob (and a pass, respectively) will
win a point when the proportion of lobs played in the past trials is r. We
measure the performance of a player in this model by his or her expected
regret, namely how many fewer points the player expects to win as compared
to the ideal player (one that knows the two probabilistic functions) as a func-
tion of t, the total number of trials, which is unknown to the player a priori.
Assuming that the probabilistic functions satisfy the ‘‘matching shoulders
condition,’’ i.e., fL(0)= fP(1), we obtain a variety of upper bounds for assump-
tions and restrictions of varying degrees, ranging from O(log t), O(t12),
O(t35), O(t23) to O(t57) as well as a matching lower bound of order 0(log t)
for the first case. When the total number of trials t is given to the player in
advance, the upper bounds can be improved significantly. An extended
abstract describing part of this work has appeared in N. Abe and J. Takeuchi,
1993, in ‘‘Proceedings of the Sixth Annual ACM Workshop on Computa-
tional Learning Theory,’’ pp. 422428.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider an online, one-sided model of tennis play, in which the only actions
that a player can take are a pass (passing shot) and a lob, and the goal of the
player is to win as many points as possible. For simplicity, we assume that with
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FIG. 1. A lobpass problem.
each shot the player either wins a point or loses a point. We model the opponent
by two probabilistic functions, fL(r) and fP(r), which determine the probability that
a lob (and a pass, respectively) played by the player will win a point, as a function
of the proportion of lobs in the past trials. We call these probabilistic functions rate
probabilistic functions. In particular, we assume that these are linear (probabilistic)
functions fL(r)=a1 r+b1 and fP(r)=a2r+b2 , satisfying a1<0, a2>0, 0 fL(r),
fP(r)1, and for some rm # [0, 1], fL(rm)= fP(rm), where r denotes the proportion
of lobs in the past trials. (Figure 1 exhibits a sample lobpass game.) We assume
that the form of these functions is known to the player, but not the specific coef-
ficients. We also assume that the player is not told in advance how many trials
there will be in total. Within this model, we ask how many trials out of t trials in
total the best player can expect to win. Specifically, we quantify the performance of
a playing strategy by measuring the expected regret1 of the player where the regret
is defined to be how many less trials he or she expects to win as compared to the
ideal player. Here the ideal player is one that knows the rate probabilistic functions
exactly and uses an optimal playing strategy for those specific functions.
This model can be thought of as an instance of a more general online learning
model in which the goal of an agent is to choose his or her actions so as to maxi-
mize the number of successes, while learning about his or her reacting environment
through those very actions. The particular way of modeling the environment (and
modeling tennis play in particular) in terms of two linear probabilistic functions
was considered by Herrnstein in the context of behavioral psychology [3]. Simple
though it may seem, this model is applicable in a wide range of phenomena in
nature, such as animals’ choice in feeding and consumers’ choice in economic
consumptions. He observed that if we assume that the player employs a random
strategy, namely one that plays a lob with probability (bias) r and a pass with
probability 1&r at each trial, then the asymptotically optimal strategy is easily
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1 The notion of regret has been used to evaluate the performance of an online learning algorithm, for
example, by Helmbold et al. [5].
characterized: First note that the instantaneous success rate of a random strategy
with bias r, written w(r) is given as follows.
w(r)=rfL( r^)+(1&r) fP(r^), (1)
where r^ denotes the proportion of lobs in the past trials. In the asymptotics when
the rate r^ of lobs in the past trials approaches r, w(r) becomes a quadratic function
in r (See Fig. 1) and hence the optimal bias r* is obtained by maximizing that
quadratic function. We call such a quadratic function the stationary winning rate,
since it is obtained whenever r= r^ holds. We refer to the strategy which always
plays lobs with probability r* as the optimal stationary random strategy, since it
asymptotically attains the maximum winning rate among all stationary random
strategies.
Our model is related to several existing online learning models [5, 7], especially
the apple tasting model [5], but it can be most naturally viewed as an extension
of the classic bandit problem [2] to handle Herrnstein’s formulation of success
probabilities in terms of linear rate probabilistic functions. The bandit problem is
the problem of choosing one of two arms (of the bandit) at each trial, each of which
has a constant but unknown probability of success, and the goal of the agent is to
choose his or her actions so as to maximize the number of successes in a given
number of trials. The bandit problem would in fact be a special case of our model
if we allowed the slopes a1 and a2 to be zero, but this is explicitly prohibited in our
model. It is, as it were, a singular point of our model in which the problem of
parameter optimization (of the lob rate) reduces to that of model selection
(between lob and pass). The conditions which we stated earlier, i.e., a1<0, a2>0,
and fL(rm)= fP(rm) for some rm , ensure that the stationary winning rate w(r) is a
quadratic function which attains its maximum at some point in [0, 1]. The learning
algorithms and their analysis in our model make use of this fact and hence differ
significantly from those for the bandit problem.
Within this model, we obtain a variety of results. As it appears to be difficult to
obtain good upper bounds for the general case, we give several upper bounds for
restrictions and assumptions of varying degrees. The most important restriction is
that the rate probabilistic functions have matching shoulders (MS), that is, fL(0)=
fP(1) or equivalently b1=a2+b2 holds. (See Fig. 2.) We assume this condition for
all cases considered in this paper,2 while other additional restrictions we consider
are optional. These are: (i) the sum of (the absolute values of) the slopes is bounded
below by some positive constant (a2&a1a>0); (ii) the optimal rate r*, at which
w(r) is maximized, is bounded away from zero and one (0<r1r*r2<1);
(iii) the sum of (the absolute values of) the slopes is bounded below by 14$2+!
and r* satisfies $r*1&$, where $ is a constant not less than 12 - 2 and ! is
any positive constant. Depending on which of these additional restrictions are
assumed, we obtain different upper bounds on the expected regret, as shown in
Table 1.
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2 We can prove that, without the matching shoulders condition, obtaining a nontrivial regret bound
for the general case would require doing better than the best stationary (random) strategy (cf. Lemma 5
in Section 2).
FIG. 2. A lobpass problem with matching shoulders.
The algorithm (named Arthur) we exhibit to prove the last four of these bounds
is an incremental, hill-climbing type algorithm that optimizes the lob rate and is
designed to overcome the trade-off between winning and learning of the rate
probabilistic functions. At any point in its execution, we can imagine that Arthur
is at its current rate (of lobs to the total number of trials) and it travels to different
rates by playing lobs or passes appropriately. At each iteration it tries to estimate
the optimal lob rate by moving within an interval around its current rate, which is
large enough to get information but is small enough that traveling there does not
cause too many losses. We can show, in each case, that the expected position, that
is the current lob rate, approaches the optimal rate at an appropriate rate and the
expected regret incurred in the process is also appropriately bounded.
The algorithm (named Chris) we employed to prove the first bound (i.e., under
condition (iii)) is a randomized algorithm based on the technique of stochastic
approximation [10] and works roughly as follows. At each iteration, it plays a lob
with probability p+$ (or a pass with probability 1& p&$) and plays a lob with
probability p&$ (or a pass with probability 1& p+$). If it wins with the former
play and loses with the latter, then it increases p by a small amount, and if it loses
with the former play and wins with the latter, then it decreases p by a small
amount. Otherwise it leaves p unchanged. It then plays lobs and passes accordingly
TABLE 1
Upper Bounds on Expected Regret
Additional condition Expected cumulative regret Expected regret per trial
(iii) O(log t) O(t&1)
(i), (ii) O(- t) O(t&12)
(i) O(t35) O(t&25)
(ii) O(t23) O(t&13)
none O(t57) O(t&27)
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to adjust its current lob rate so that it (approximately) equals p. Iterating this
process forces p to converge to the optimal lob rate.
Part of the difficulty in obtaining good upper bounds on the expected regret in
the general case is the fact that the total number of trials t is not given to the player
in advance.3 When the total number of trials t is given to the player in advance, we
can obtain better upper bounds with less restrictions, also assuming the matching
shoulders condition. The algorithm (named Bjorn) we give to show these bounds
works in two phases (the learning phase and the winning phase), and it decides
when to go into the winning phase as a function of t given as input. First, given that
the sum of the slopes a2&a1 is bounded from below by some positive constant, we
can obtain an upper bound of order O(- t). In the general case with no restriction
on the sum of the slopes, we can obtain an upper bound of order O(t12+=) for any
=>0. Note that the O(log t) bound proven for the unknown-t case with condi-
tion (iii) clearly holds in the known-t case.
Finally we give a lower bound on the expected regret by making use of
Rissanen’s lower bound on the expected total log-loss of any learning strategy for
probabilistic functions [9]. The lower bound we obtain is 0(log t), which matches
the first upper bound mentioned earlier. The proof technique we employ to derive
this bound combines the idea of reductions between computational problems and
a lower bound from information theory.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Notation and Definitions
In this section, we give notation and definitions necessary for subsequent discus-
sions. The lobpass playing machine is a (possibly randomized) Turing machine
equipped with a probabilistic oracle. The playing machine can query the oracle with
an action, which is either L or P, and the oracle responds to it probabilistically with
either 0 or 1, according to two regression functions, fL and fP . Here fL and fP each
define the probability of 1 as a function of the proportion of L’s in the past trials.
(We call such functions rate probabilistic functions.) We call a pair of a query and
the reinforcement for it a trial. Let F be any class of pairs of rate probabilistic func-
tions. The lob-pass game for F proceeds as follows. First the oracle picks an
arbitrary pair of rate probabilistic functions ( fL , fP) (or ( f1 , f0)) belonging to F. At
any (ith) trial, the playing machine, say A, queries the oracle with an action of its
choice *i # [0, 1] (*i=1, 0 stand respectively for L and P) and the oracle responds
to *i with \i # [0, 1] according to ( fL , fP). That is, \ i=1 with probability f*i (ri)
and \i=0 with probability 1& f*i (r i), where ri is the proportion of L’s in the past
queries made by A.
Within this context, we define the expected number of successes of a playing
machine A for ( fL , fP) in t trials, written E(A( fL , fP), t), to be E( ti=1 \ i), where
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3 In usual online models of learning functions, doubling technique can be employed to essentially
reduce the model with an unknown t to the model with a known t. Here this is not the case because
the rate is dependent on all of the past trials, and thus the problem does not easily divide up into
sub-sequences.
the expectation is taken over any coin-flips that A may use during the protocol up
to the t th trial and the randomization used by the oracle to determine the reinforce-
ment from fL and fP . We say that the expected regret of a player A for ( fL , fP),
written R(A( fL , fP), t), has an upper bound G(t), if for an arbitrary playing
machine B which may know fL and fP , E(B( fL , fP), t)&E(A( fL , fP), t)G(t). We
then say that the expected regret of a player A on the lobpass problem for F has
an upper bound G(t) if, for an arbitrary member ( fL , fP) of F, G(t) is an upper
bound on the expected regret of A for ( fL , fP). When this holds for some playing
machine A, we say that the expected regret for F is upper bounded by G(t) and
write R(F )G(t). We also say that R(F ) has an upper bound of order G(t) and
write R(F )=O(G(t)) if, for some constant c, c } G(t) is an upper bound for R(F ).
We say that the expected regret of a player A for ( fL , fP) has a lower bound of
order G(t) if, for some playing machine B which may know fL and fP ,
E(B( fL , fP), t)&E(A( fL , fP), t)=0(G(t)). Finally, we say that the expected regret
of a player A on the lobpass problem for F has a lower bound of order G(t) if
there is some member ( fL , fP) of F such that the expected regret of A for ( fL , fP)
has a lower bound of order G(t). When this holds for an arbitrary player A, we say
that the expected regret for F has a lower bound of order G(t) and write
R(F )=0(G(t)).
We also consider the performance of an arbitrary lobpass sequence. We let *t
denote the sequence *1*2 } } } *t and E(*t( fL , fP)) the expected number of successes
in *t, when the outcomes are dictated by ( fL , fP). We also use E t1t0(*
t( fL , fP)) to
denote the expected number of successes in *t between the t0 th and t1 st trials.
As we mentioned in the Introduction, we also consider an alternative model in
which the total number of trials t is given to the player prior to the start of each
protocol. We call this alternative model the known-t model and the original model
the unknown-t model. Although we have just defined the lobpass problem in
general for any class of rate probabilistic functions, in this paper we only consider
rate probabilistic functions of the form ar+b. We let LINEAR denote the class of
pairs of all well-defined rate probabilistic functions of this form such that one is
decreasing and the other increasing and they cross each other. Formally,
LINEAR=[( fL(r)=a1r+b1 , fP(r)=a2r+b2): 0 fL(r)1, 0 fP(r)1, a1<0,
a2>0, and for some rm # [0, 1], fL(rm)= fP(rm)]. As we noted in the Introduction,
when the rate probabilistic functions are linear, the stationary winning rate w(r), or
the asymptotic success probability of a random strategy that always plays a lob
with probability r is given by w(r)=rfL(r)+(1&r) fP(r)=r(a1r+b1)+(1&
r)(a2r+b2). We let r* denote the point at which w(r) is maximized and is given
explicitly by r*=&(b1&b2+a2)2(a1&a2). For the linear rate probabilistic func-
tions, the MS condition mentioned earlier is stated explicitly as b1=b2+a2 . Note
that, for the linear case, the MS condition holds if and only if we have that fL(r*)=
fP(r*). In order to specify subclasses of LINEAR meeting a set of restrictions, we
explicitly write out those restrictions in parentheses. For example, LINEAR(a2&
a11, b1=b2+a2) denotes the subclass of LINEAR in which both a2&a11
and b1=b2+a2 , the MS condition, hold. As a short hand, we also let
LINEAR(a2&a11, MS) denote the same class. Finally, we will write log for
the natural logarithm and will in general use angular brackets (x) to denote the
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expectation of a random variable x, omitting what the expectation is with respect
to whenever it is clear from the context.
2.2. Basic Lemmas
In this section, we will establish some lemmas which serve as the common basis
for the subsequent analyses. First, we will prove the following lemma (Lemma 1)
under the MS condition. The reason why we assume the MS condition throughout
this paper is that this condition allows us to prove this key lemma providing an
upper bound on the performance (expected number of successes) of an ideal player.
This lemma is crucial for showing another lemma (Lemma 4) which relates the
cumulative regret of a player to the sequence of its lob rates, while it appears dif-
ficult to do so without it, as we will elaborate toward the end of this section
(Lemma 5).
Lemma 1. For an arbitrary playing machine A and for any ( fL , fP) #
LINEAR(MS), if we let a denote the sum of the absolute values of the slopes,
a=a2&a1 , ri the rate of lobs used by A up to the ith trial, and r* the rate at which
w(r) attains maximum, then A’s expected number of successes up to the tth trial,
E(A( fL , fP), t), is bounded as follows.
E(A( fL , fP), t)w(r*) t+a(1+(log t)2)
This lemma is proved using two sublemmas, which are stated as lemmas below,
as they will be used again in a later section. We will first introduce some notation
that will be used throughout the proof. First note that ri= ij=1 * j i. Now define
yi=*i&r* and _i=r i&r*= ij=1 yj i. We assume for simplicity that r0=r*,
which is equivalent to assuming w1=w(r*), where we let in general wi denote the
(instantaneous) winning rate at the i th trial.
Lemma 2. For an arbitrary lobpass game, which does not necessarily satisfy the
MS condition, the following equality holds for all i1.
wi=w(r*)&a(r i&1&r*)(*i&r*)+( fL(r*)& fP(r*))(*i&ri&1) (2)
In particular, when the MS condition is satisfied,
wi=w(r*)&a(ri&1&r*)(*i&r*) (3)
holds.
Proof. We can write wi as follows.
wi =fL(ri&1) *i+ fP(r i&1)(1&*i)
=(a1 _i&1+ fL(r*))(r*+ yi)+(a2 _i&1+ fP(r*))(1&r*& yi)
=w(r*)+(a1 r*+a2(1&r*)) _i&1+( fL(r*)& fP(r*)) y i&(a2&a1) _ i&1 yi
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Now noting that (a1&a2) r*=&(b1&b2+a2)2 holds by the definition of r*, we
have
a1r*+a2(1&r*)=a2&(b1&b2+a2)2
= &(b1&b2&a2)2
=(b1&b2+a2)2&(b1&b2)
= &(a1&a2) r*&(b1&b2)
= &( fL(r*)& fP(r*)).
The above two equalities yield (2). Notice that the second term of (2) equals zero
when the matching shoulders condition holds. Hence we have (3). Q.E.D
Lemma 3. For an arbitrary lobpass sequence *i and for any ( fL , fP) # LINEAR
(MS), if we define a, ri , and r* as in Lemma 1, then the expected number of successes
in *t from the t0 th to t th trials (t02), written E tt0(*
t( fL , fP)), can be written as
follows.
E tt0(*
t( fL , fP))=w(r*)(t&t0+1)+
a
2 \ :
t
i=t0
(*i&r*)2
i&1
+(t0&1)(rt0&1&r*)
2+
&
a
2 \ :
t
i=t0
i(ri&r*)2
i&1
+t(rt&r*)2+ (4)
Proof. From Lemma 2, we have wi=w(r*)&a_i&1 yi . So it suffices to evaluate
ti=1 _i&1 yi . From the definition of _ j and y i , we have yi=i_i&(i&1) _ i&1 , and
thus i_i= yi+(i&1) _i&1 . Therefore i2_2i = y
2
i +(i&1)
2 _2i&1+2(i&1) yi_i&1 holds.
Hence we have
yi _i&1=
1
2(i&1)
(i2_2i &(i&1)
2 _2i&1& y
2
i ) (5)
for i1. What we must evaluate is therefore
:
t
i=t0
yi_i&1=&
1
2
:
t
i=t0
y2i
i&1
+
1
2
:
t
i=t0
i2_2i &(i&1)
2 _2i&1
i&1
. (6)
Now applying the general identity  ti=t0 a i (bi+1&bi)=(at+1bt+1&at0 bt0)&
ti=t0(a i+1&ai) bi+1 on Ti=(i
2_2i &(i&1)
2 _2i&1)(i&1) with ai=1(i&1) and
bi=(i&1)2 _2i&1 , we get 
t
i=t0 T i=t_
2
t &(t0&1) _
2
t0&1+
t
i=t0 i_
2
i (i&1). Hence,
we obtain the following by plugging the above expression into (6).
:
t
i=t0
yi_i&1=&
1
2 \ :
t
i=t0
y2i
i&1
+(t0&1) _2t0&1++12 \ :
t
i=t0
i_2i
i&1
+t_2t + . (7)
This yields the claim of the lemma. Q.E.D
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Proof of Lemma 1 (given Lemma 3). From Lemma 3, E t2(*
t( fL , fP)) is upper
bounded as follows.
E t2(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*)(t&1)+
a
2 \ :
t
i=2
(*i&r*)2
i&1
+(r1&r*)2+
w(r*)(t&1)+
a
2 \ :
t
i=2
1
i&1
+1+
w(r*)(t&1)+
a
2
(2+log(t&1))
Noting w1=w(r*), we have E t1(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*) t+a(2+log(t&1))2, yielding
the statement of the lemma. Q.E.D
Finally, from Lemmas 1 and 3, the following lemma follows.
Lemma 4. For an arbitrary playing machine A and for any ( fL , fP) # LINEAR
(MS), if we define a, ri , and r* as in Lemma 1, then the expected regret of A up to
the t th trial, R(A( fL , fP), t), is bounded as follows.
R(A( fL , fP), t)a \1+log t+t( (rt&r*)
2)
2
+ :
t
i=1
( (r i&r*)2)+ .
Proof. From Lemma 3, E t2(*
t( fL , fP)) is lower bounded as
E t2(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*)(t&1)&
a
2 \ :
t
i=2
i(ri&r*)2
i&1
+t(rt&r*)2+
w(r*)(t&1)&
a
2 \ :
t
i=2
2(ri&r*)2+t(rt&r*)2+ .
Noting w1=w(r*), we have E t1(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*) t&a( ti=2 (r i&r*)
2+t(rt&
r*)22). Hence, by Lemma 1, for an ideal machine I for ( fL , fP), we have
E(I( fL , fP), t)&E t1(*
t( fL , fP))
a \1+(log t)2+ :
t
i=2
(ri&r*)2+t(rt&r*)22+ .
Now taking the expectation over all *t that may be output by A, we obtain the lemma.
Q.E.D
We note here that the MS condition in Lemma 4 cannot be removed. This is
because Lemma 1 which established an upper bound on the expected number of
successes of an arbitrary (and hence of an ideal) player of order w(r*)+O(log t)
does not hold in the absence of the MS condition. The surprising fact is that,
without the MS condition, for a range of ( fL , fP) pairs, a playing strategy can be
exhibited whose expected number of successes for a certain ( fL , fP) is t } w(r*)+
0(t1&:) for any : # (0, 1) for the unknown-t case, and t } w(r*)+0(t) for the
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known-t case. Since : can be made arbitrarily small,4 no nontrivial bound on the
expected regret can be derived, even for the optimal stationary random strategy. To
see why such a phenomenon occurs intuitively, let us consider the example of the
general lobpass problem shown in Fig. 1. Note here that at the optimal point r*,
Lob has a higher success rate than Pass (which is not possible with the MS condi-
tion). Thus, by slowly converging to the optimal point r* from the right, that is
starting with a higher lob rate, more lobs will be shot taking advantage of the
higher success probability. We summarize the foregoing observation as a lemma
below and give the proof in the Appendix for completeness.
Lemma 5. Assume that the MS condition does not hold and in particular that
fL(r*)& fP(r*)>0. Also assume that 0<r*<1. Then for an arbitrary lobpass game
satisfying these conditions, there exists a playing strategy that expects to win at least
:
t
i=1
wi=t } w(r*)+0(t1&:) (8)
many points in the unknown-t model for any : # (0, 1), and
:
t
i=1
wi=t } w(r*)+0(t) (9)
points in the known-t model. Note that the constant factors hidden behind symbol 0
depend on fL(r*)& fP(r*), r*, and :.
The proof is in Appendix A.
As Lemma 4 relates the deviation of the lob rate from r* and the cumulative
regret, it motivates us to design a playing machine whose lob rates approach r*
quickly. It also establishes that, under the MS condition, it suffices to evaluate the
convergence speed of lob rates to r* in order to analyze the performance of a lob
pass machine. Below we present two lemmas that will be useful for this purpose.
Lemma 6 is usually known as Hoeffding’s inequality [8] and is used to obtain a
bound on the estimation accuracy for the probability of an event. Lemma 7 can be
used to obtain a bound on the expectation of a random variable, given an exponen-
tial bound on the probability that it exceeds a certain threshold (=).
Lemma 6 (Hoeffding). Let Xi ’s (1iN) be independent random variables
with 0 mean and a bounded range, i.e., |Xi |M. Then, Pr[ |Ni=1 X i N|=]
2 exp(&2=2NM 2) holds.
Lemma 7. For any nonnegative integrable function f over [0, ), for any a0,
A>0, and B>0, if \=a, = f (x) dxA exp(&B=), then 

a xf (x) dxAB.
Proof. Let G(=)=A exp(&B=)&= f (x) dx. Differentiating both sides with
respect to =, we have f (=)=G$(=)+AB exp(&B=). Hence, we have a xf (x) dx
=a xG$(x) dx+

a xAB exp(&Bx) dx. The first term of this last expression
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4 And since the constant of the 0(t) term cannot be easily determined, in the known-t case.
can be shown to be nonpositive; a xG$(x) dx=[xG(x)]

a &

a G(x) dx=
&aG(a)&a G(x) dx0, where we used the fact that 0G(x)A exp(&Bx).
Similarly, the second term can be bounded from above as a xAB exp(&Bx)
dx  0 x AB exp(&Bx) dx = &[Ax exp(&Bx)]

0 + 

0 A exp(&Bx) dx = AB,
completing the proof. Q.E.D
3. UPPER BOUNDS ON THE EXPECTED REGRET
We state the upper bounds we obtained for the lobpass problem under various
assumptions. In the statements below, we let MS denote the matching shoulders
condition, i.e., b1=a2+b2 , and BO the condition that the optimal rate r* satisfies
r1r*r2 for some constants r1 and r2 such that 0<r1<r2<1.
Theorem 1. In the unknown-t model, each of the following upper bounds holds,
where a~ is any unknown constant satisfying 0<a~ 2 and b is any constant satisfying
0b1.
1. R(LINEAR(a2&a1a~ , BO, MS))=O(t12).
2. R(LINEAR(a2&a1a~ , MS))=O(t35).
3. R(LINEAR(BO, MS))=O(t23).
4. R(LINEAR(MS))=O(t57).
Theorem 2. Let $ and ! be constants satisfying 12$>12 - 2 and 0<!
2&14$2; then the following holds in the unknown-t model.
R \LINEAR \a2&a1 14$2+!, $r*1&$, MS++=O(log t).
Theorem 3. In the known-t model, each of the following holds, where a~ is any
unknown constant satisfying 0<a~ 2.
1. R(LINEAR(a2&a1a~ , MS))=O(t12).
2. \=>0, R(LINEAR(MS))=O(t12+=).
In the above theorem statements, the constants $, !, and r1 , r2 of BO are known
constants, in the sense that they are used by the lobpass machines exhibited to
prove these bounds. In contrast, a~ is an unknown constant, namely one that the
lobpass machine need not know.
3.1. LobPass Machine Arthur
The upper bounds in Theorem 1 are all attained by a lobpass playing machine
which we call Arthur exhibited in Figs. 35. Here Play is a procedurefunction such
that when it is called with L as in Play(L) (with P as in Play(P)), the machine
plays a lob (a pass), returns the reinforcement it obtains (‘‘1’’ if the play results in
a win and ‘‘0’’ if the play results in a loss), and updates the relevant parameters
accordingly.
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FIG. 3. The playing machine Arthur.
We roughly illustrate the behavior of the machine Arthur below. We can imagine
that Arthur is located at r, when his current total lob rate is r. Arthur performs a
kind of search for the approximate maximum of the (quadratic) stationary winning
rate function w(r), by moving around in the dimension of r. The search proceeds
in stages: In the ith stage Arthur sets M=10Ci, plays 2M shots (lobs and passes),
moves within a testing interval, 2=M&;, and estimates the maximum point of
w(r). Arthur does so by testing the success rates of lobs and passes, fL(r) and fP(r),
at the current lob rate r and another lob rate r$=r\2. Here note that when the
lob rate becomes close to zero or one, it becomes harder to test the success rate for
lobs or passes, respectively. So we restrict the algorithm’s lob rates to never go
below 4=C0M&# or exceed 1&4=1&C0M&#. As the stages proceed, the estimates
of fL and fP become more accurate, and 2 and 4 become smaller. Naturally, a
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FIG. 4. Subroutine Move.
smaller value of 2 (or 4) makes the estimation of w(r) harder, but a larger value
can force Arthur to play at lob rates that are far from the optimal, posing the so-called
explorationexploitation trade-off. How to set the parameters ; and # intelligently,
therefore, is a key to the design of Arthur. We actually use several versions of
Arthur in the proof of Theorem 1. We indicate these different versions of Arthur by
subscripts as in Arthur1 , ..., Arthur4 , where Arthurx denotes the version of Arthur
used to prove the x th bound in Theorem 1. The four versions of Arthur set the
values ;, #, and C0 differently, as shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Arthur’s Parameters
Version Bound CLASS ; # C0
Arthur1 Thm 1, 1 LINEAR(a2&a1a~ , r1r*r2 , MS) 14 0.0 max[r1 , 1&r2]
Arthur2 Thm 1, 2 LINEAR(a2&a1a~ , MS) 15 15 1.0
Arthur3 Thm 1, 3 LINEAR(r1r*r2 , MS) 16 0.0 max[r1 , 1&r2]
Arthur4 Thm 1, 4 LINEAR(MS) 17 17 1.0
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FIG. 5. Subroutine Test.
Note in the table that C0 is determined by the range of r* given in BO, and thus
Arthur needs to know the constants r1 and r2 . A first parameter C is any sufficiently
large constant (to be specified later) but here we assume that at least C4 holds.
In the following, let Mi , 2i , 4i , and Ei respectively denote the values of M, 2,
4, and E after Block 3 is executed in the i th iteration of Arthur. Moreover, let pi
denote the value of p before Block 2 is executed in the i th iteration and ri denote
the value of r after Block 2 is executed in the i th iteration.
Note that Mi is of the same order as the total number of trials up to the i th
iteration, as it is multiplied by a constant at each iteration.
We begin by noting that ( ( pi+1&r*)2) can be bounded from above as follows.
Lemma 8. Let a* denote a2&a1 . Let r*, pi+1 , Mi , 4i , and 2i be as defined
earlier. Then, for some constant K independent of a*, (( pi+1&r*)2)Ka*2Mi4i22i
holds.
The proof is in Appendix B.
From this lemma, we see that by appropriately choosing the values of Mi , 4i ,
and 2i , the desired bound on ( ( pi+1&r*)2) for each of the four cases can be
obtained.
Next, we need to show that Arthur’s lob rate ri can be made sufficiently close to
his estimate pi of r*, that is, we need to bound ( (ri+1&r*)2) from above. To this
end, the following two lemmas will prove useful.
Lemma 9. ( (ri+1&r*)2)( ( pi+1&r*)2)+6 2i +D( (ri&r*)
2)C2 holds for
all large enough i, where 6i #max[4i&r*, 4i&(1&r*), 0] and D is a constant less
than 52 } 13224.
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The proof is in Appendix C.
Lemma 10. Let A0, B0, 0<a, b, c<1 and suppose that c<min[a, b]
holds. If a series of positive reals [xi] (i=1, 2, ...) satisfies x i+1Aai+Bbi+cxi ,
then \i2 xi+1k1 } Aai+k2 } Bbi+x1 } ci holds, where k1 , and k2 are positive
reals determined by a, b, and c.
Proof of Lemma 10. It is easily verified by induction that the recurrence relation
in the statement of the lemma implies
xi+1
Aa(ai&ci)
a&c
+
Bb(bi&ci)
b&c
+cix1 .
If we now let k1=a(a&c) and k2=b(b&c), we obtain the claim of the lemma.
Q.E.D
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1. (We prove the four parts in the reverse
order.)
Proof of Theorem 1, part 4. Let di denote ( (ri&r*)2) and K equal DC2. (D
is the constant in Lemma 9.) Recall that ;=#=17 and C0=1 in Arthur4 and thus
2i=4i=}C&i7 (where } is some constant.) Moreover, we have supr* 6i=
supr* max[4i&r*, 4i&(1&r*), 0]=4i for LINEAR(MS). Hence, from Lemmas
9 and 8, we have di+1A1C&4i7a*2+A2C&2i7+Kdi , where we let in general Ai
(i=1, 2, ...) denote a constant that is independent of a*. If we choose C to be
sufficiently large, then K<C&47 holds. Then, by Lemma 10, we have d i+1
A3C &4i7a*2+A4 C&2i7+K id1 . Since d11, C can be chosen to make K small
enough that di+1A5C&4i7a*2+A4C &2i7 holds. Since di+11 holds, a*d i+1
min[A5C &4i7a*+A4a*C &2i7, a*], and thus a*di+1min[2 max[A5C&4i7a*,
A4a*C&2i7], a*] holds. Now assuming 2A41 without loss of generality, this
yields a*di+12 min[max[A5C&4i7a*, A4a*C&2i7],A4a*]. Now, if A5C&4i7a*
A4a*C&2i7 holds, then the right hand side of the above inequality equals 2 min[A4
a*C&2i7, A4a*]=2A4a*C &2i7. If on the other hand A5 C&4i7a*A4a*C &2i7
holds, then the right hand side equals 2 min[A5C&4i7a*, A4a*], which attains the
maximum value of 2(A5 A4C&4i7)12 when a*=(A5C&4i7A4)12. In both cases, we
have a*di+1=O(C&2i7).
Hence, from Lemma 4, we can obtain the following upper bound on the expected
cumulative regret of Arthur. (Below we let i*=WlogC tX.)
R(A( fL , fP), t) :
i*
i=1
(Mi } O(c&2i7))+log t
= :
i*
i=1
O(C5i7)+log t=O(C 5i*7)+log t
Since t>Mi*=C i*&1M1 , we have R(A( fL , fP), t)=O(t57)+log t=O(t57). Q.E.D
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In the proof of parts 3, 2 and 1, we use the same notation as in the proof of
part 4.
Proof of Theorem 1, part 3. Note that Arthur3 sets ;=16 and #=0, i.e.,
2i=}1C&i6 and 4=}2 . (Here }1 , }2 are constants.) Since we have the condition
BO, i.e., r1r*r2 for some constants r1 , r2 , by setting }2=max[r1 , 1&r2], we
can ensure that supr* 6 i=supr* max[4 i&r*, 4i&(1&r*), 0]=0. Then, from
Lemmas 9 and 8, we have di+1A1C &2i3a*2+Kdi . We can choose a sufficiently
large C so that K<C&23 holds. Then, by Lemma 10, we have di+1A2C&2i3
a*2+K id1 . Since d11, we have di+1A3C&4i7a*2 for some constant A3 . As
di+11 always holds, a*di+1min[A3C&2i3a*, a*]. Since the right hand side
attains the maximum value of - A3 C&i3 when a*=- A3 C&i3, we have a*di+1=
O(C&i3). It now follows that R(A( fL , fP), t)=O(t23) holds, similarly to the last
part of the proof of part 4. Q.E.D
Proof of Theorem 1, part 2. In this case (namely for LINEAR(a2&a1a~ , MS)),
a* is bounded below by a~ , and thus we can think of 1a* (or a*) as a constant. We
set ;=#=15 and C0=1 in Arthur3 , i.e., 2i=4i=}C &i5 (where again } is some
constant). Moreover, we have supr* 6 i=4i for LINEAR(a2&a1a~ , MS). Hence,
from Lemmas 9 and 8, we have di+1A1C &2i5+Kdi . Again, by choosing C suf-
ficiently large, we can see that K<C&25 holds. Thus, by Lemma 10, we have
di+1A2C&2i5+K id1 . Since d11, we have d i+1A3C&2i5=O(C &2i5). As
before, this implies R(A( fL , fP), t)=O(t35). Q.E.D
Proof of Theorem 1, part 1. We set ;=14, #=0 in Arthur1 , i.e., 2i=}1C &i4,
4=}2 . (Again, }1 , }2 are some constants.) Since we assume the BO condition, we
have supr* 6 i=0 as in part 3. So from Lemmas 9 and 8, we have di+1A1C &i2+
Kdi . As before, this implies di+1A2C&i2+K id1 , and thus d i+1A3C &i2=
O(C&i2). It follows that R(A( fL , fP), t)=O(t12). Q.E.D
3.2. LobPass Algorithm Bjorn
In the known-t model, where the knowledge of the total number of trials is
available to the player in advance, a simpler playing strategy having basically two
phasesthe learning phase and the winning phasecan be employed. We use this
type of playing algorithms, referred to collectively as Bjorn, to prove the bounds in
Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3, part 1. We prove that the O(- t) bound on the expected
regret for the version of Bjorn exhibited in Fig. 6 for the subclass LINEAR(a2&
a1a~ , MS). In words, this version of Bjorn (i) uses the first - t trials to estimate
the optimal lob rate by estimating the winning rates of lobs and passes at two
distinct points (the learning phase), (ii) moves to the estimated optimal rate (the
moving phase), and (iii) stays there till the end (the winning phase). Note that since
Bjorn estimates the optimal lob rate r^ in a manner similar to Arthur (namely by
estimating the success rates of lobs and passes at two distinct lob rates), we can
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show that for some constant K independent of a* (the sum of the absolute values
of the slopes),
( ( r^&r*)2) 
K
a*2 - t
(10)
by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 8.
We will now bound the expected regret of Bjorn, considering the three phases
one by one. First note that by virtue of Lemma 1 it suffices to compare the expected
number of successes to w(r*) t. Let us say that (i) goes from the first to the sth
trials, (ii) from the s+1th to the s$ th, and (iii) from the s$+1th to the t th.
First, since the learning phase (i) consists of s=- t trials, it follows trivially for
any lobpass sequence *t that
E s1(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*) } s&- t. (11)
For the moving phase (ii), there are three cases to consider, depending on the
ordering between rs , r*, and r^.
Case 1 (rs r^r* or r*r^rs). In this case, since Bjorn tries to move from
rs to r^, he is always moving toward r*. Moving toward r* at the i th trial means for-
mally that *i=1 if ri&1<r* and *i=0 if ri&1>r*. Thus, by Lemma 2, Bjorn’s
instantaneous winning rate wi is greater than w(r*) in the moving phase. Therefore
for any lobpass sequence *t belonging to Case 1, we have
E s$s+1(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*)(s$&s). (12)
FIG. 6. Lobpass algorithm Bjorn (version 1).
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Case 2 (r^rsr* or r^rsr*). In this case, from Lemma 3 we have the
following lower bound on the number of successes for any *t belonging to Case 2.
E s$s+1(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*)(s$&s)&
a*
2 \ :
s$
i=s+1
i(ri&r*)2
i&1
+s$(rs&r*)2+
w(r*)(s$&s)&
a*
2 \ :
s$
i=s+1
i( r^&r*)2
i&1
+s$(r^&r*)2+
w(r*)(s$&s)&
a*
2
3s$(r^&r*)2 (13)
Case 3 (r^r*rs or rsr* r^). In this case, suppose that the player’s lob rate
reaches (or exceeds) r* after the s"th trial for the first time. Then for the first half
(until s"th trial), we can show by an argument similar to Case 1 that
E s"s+1(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*)(s"&s) (14)
for all *t belonging to Case 3. For the second half (from s"th trial on), we again
invoke Lemma 3 to show that
E s$s"+1(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*)(s$&s")&
a*
2
3s$( r^&r*)2. (15)
So putting together (12)(15), it holds in all three cases that
E s$s+1(*
1( fL , fP))w(r*)(s$&s)&
a*
2
3t( r^&r*)2. (16)
Finally, during the winning phase, Bjorn maintains its lob rate at r^ within O(1t)
error. Thus again it follows from Lemma 3 that for any lobpass sequence *t we have
E ts$+1(*
t( fL , fP))
w(r*)(t&s$)&
a*
2 \ :
t
i=s$+1
i( r^&r*)2
i&1
+s$(r^&r*)2&t } O \ 1t2++
w(r*)(t&s$)&
a*
2
3t(r^&r*)2&O \1t+ . (17)
Finally, taking the expectation of (11), (16), and (17) over *t probabilistically
output by Bjorn, we get the following bound on the expected number of successes.
E(Bjorn( fL , fP), t)
(E s1(*
t( fL , fP))+E s$s+1(*
t( fL , fP))+E ts$+1(*
t( fL , fP)))
w(r*) s&- t+w(r*)(s$&s)&a*2 3t(r^&r*)2
+w(r*)(t&s$)&
a*
2
3t( r^&r*)2&O \1t+
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=w(r*) t&- t&
a*
2
6t( ( r^&r*)2) &O \1t+
w(r*) t&\1+3Ka*+ - t&O \
1
t+ by (10). (18)
Thus, finally by Lemma 1, the expected regret of Bjorn is bounded above as follows.
R(Bjorn( fL , fP), t)
=max
A
E(A( fL , fP), t)&E(Bjorn( fL , fP), t)
(w(r*) t+a*(1+(log t)2))&\w(r*) t&\1+3Ka*+ - t&O \
1
t++
=O \- t+log t+1t+=O(- t). (19)
Q.E.D
Proof of Theorem 3, part 2. Recall that Bjorn (version 1)’s expected cumulative
regret is O(- ta*). Since we are now considering LINEAR(MS) without the con-
straint a2&a1a~ , the extra factor of 1a* may be arbitrarily large. Note, however,
FIG. 7. Lobpass algorithm Bjorn (version 2).
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that when the sum of the slopes a* is small, it does not matter so much whether
we estimate the optimal lob rate accurately, since Bjorn’s instantaneous regret is at
the most a*. In particular, Bjorn (version 1)’s regret can be bounded above by
O(min[a*t, t12a*])=O(t34). Below, we show that we can improve this bound
significantly by modifying Bjorn as shown in Fig. 7. This version of Bjorn is sen-
sitive to the estimated value of a* and makes the decision of when to go into the
winning phase as a function of that estimate.
This version of Bjorn uses at least - t trials to try to learn the two rate
probabilistic functions in the learning phase, but it keeps doing so until the estima-
tion accuracy exceeds the sum of the estimated slopes with a sufficient slack. Below
we describe how this algorithm works in some more detail. We define a sequence
of exponents [2i: i=0, 1, ...] where 2 is some small constant supplied to the algo-
rithm as input and is to be specified later. Also define function f by f (:)=12+:
on the domain [0, 12]. At the first iteration, it learns using t f (20)=t12 many trials,
and checks to see if the estimate it obtains for the sum of the slopes, a^0 , exceeds
t&20=1, and if so stops learning and proceeds to the winning phase; otherwise it
proceeds to the next iteration. At the (i+1)th iteration in general, it learns using
t f (2i) many trials to obtain O(t& f (2i)2) accuracy on the winning rates, and then
checks to see if a^i exceeds t&2i, and so on. Below we will show that if we define
&2x* to be the exponent of the sum of the true slopes, namely a*=t&2x*
(a* denotes the sum of the slopes), define i* by i*=wx*x, and let j^ be the iteration
at which player Bjorn goes into the winning phase, then i*&2 j^i*+2 with
very high probability. More precisely, we will show that the probability that the
converse holds is exponentially small (in t). Let Pr(BAD) denote the probability
that the converse holds, namely, the probability that either (A) j^<i*&2 or
(B) j^>i*+2 holds. We can assume that the sum of the true slopes a* exceeds
t&12, since otherwise we would have a*=O(t&12) which would then imply that the
cumulative regret is at the most a* } t=O(t12) and there would be nothing to
prove. If we let Pr(B) denote the probability that case (B) occurs, and =i denote the
estimation error for a^ in the i th iteration, then we have
Pr(B)Pr[=i*+2>|a*&t&2(i*+2)|]
Pr[=i*+2>|t&2x*&t&2(i*+2)|]
Pr[=i*+2> 12 t
&2x*] since t&2(i*+2)< 12 t
&2x* for large t
=O(exp[&t&22x* } t12+2(i*+2)]) by Lemma 6
=O(exp[&t12+2(1&x*)]) since i*+1x*
=O(exp[&t2]) since t&x*2>t&12.
Now, Pr(A) is bounded above by the summation of the probability that Bjorn
enters the winning phase at the i th iteration for i<i*&2, each of which can be
bounded above by O(exp[& 12 t
2]) by a similar argument as that for Pr(B). Since
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i*<t holds, Pr(A) can be bounded above by O(t } exp[& 12 t
2]). Hence, it follows
that Pr(BAD)=O(t } exp[& 12 t
2]).
Now we will bound from below the expected number of successes by an argu-
ment similar to Part 1. As before, assume that (i) the learning phase goes from the
first to the s th trial, (ii) the moving phase goes from the s+1th to the s$ th, and
(iii) the winning phase goes from the s$+1th to the t th. The main difference from
the proof of Part 1 is that now there are two cases to consider, when BAD occurs
and when it does not. Let GOOD denote the event that BAD does not occur, and
let (x | GOOD) and (x | BAD) denote the conditional expectations of x given
GOOD or BAD, respectively. Then (10) can be extended as follows. (We let r^i
denote the value of r^ estimated in the t2ith trial.)
Pr(GOOD)( (r^&r*)2 | GOOD)  :
i*&2ii*+2
( (r^ i&r*)2)

5K
a*2t f (2(i*&2))
by applying (10) for each i
=O(t22x*t&f (2(i*&2))). (20)
First, we consider the learning phase. Since the instantaneous success rate of
each trial is at least w(r*)&a*=w(r*)&t&2x*, the number of successes is at least
(w(r*)&t&2x*) s. Now when BAD does not occur, s=t f (2j^)=O(t f (2(i*+2))). Thus,
it follows that for all *t belonging to GOOD, we have
E s1(*
t( fL , fP))=w(r*) s&O(t f (2(i*+2)) } t&2x*). (21)
For the moving phase and the winning phase, an argument similar to Part 1 shows
that for all *t both of the following hold.
E s$s+1(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*)(s$&s)&
a*
2
3t( r^&r*)2, (22)
E ts$+1(*
t( fL , fP))w(r*)(t&s$)&
a*
2
3t(r^&r*)2&O \1t+ . (23)
Putting together (21), (22), and (23) and taking the conditional expectation over
*t as they are probabilistically output by Bjorn given that BAD does not occur, we
get the following bound on the expected number of successes by Bjorn.
E(Bjorn( fL , fP), t)
Pr(GOOD)(E(*t( fL , fP), t) | GOOD)
Pr(GOOD)(E s1(*
t( fL , fP))+E s$s+1(*
t( fL , fP))
+E ts$+1(*
t( fL , fP)) | GOOD)
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Pr(GOOD) \w(r*) s&O(t f (2(i*+2)) } t&2x*)+w(r*)(s$&s)
&
a*
2
3t(r^&r*)2+w(r*)(t&s$)&
a*
2
3t(r^&r*)2 | GOOD+
Pr(GOOD)(w(r*) t&O(t f (2(i*+2)) } t&2x*))
&3t&2x* Pr(GOOD)( ( r^&r*)2 | GOOD)
(1&Pr(BAD))(w(r*) t&O(t f (2(i*+2)) } t&2x*))
&O(t1& f (2(i*&2))t2x*) by (20)
\1&O \exp {12 t22=++ (w(r*) t&O(t (12)+2(i*+2)&2x*))
&O(t1&(12)&2(i*&2)+2x*)
w(r*) t&O(t(12)+32) since i*=wx*x (24)
Finally from Lemma 1, the expected regret of Bjorn (version 2) can be bounded as
follows.
R(Bjorn( fL , fP), t)max
A
E(A( fL , fP), t)&E(Bjorn( fL , fP), t)
(w(r*) t+a*(1+(log t)2))&(w(r*) t&O(t(12)+32))
=O(t(12)+32) (25)
Since 2 was an arbitrarily small positive number, this proves the theorem. Q.E.D
3.3. LobPass Machine Chris
The lobpass machines that we have described so far were all deterministic
machines. Here we consider a randomized machine called Chris (Fig. 8). Chris has
access to a probabilistic oracle COIN, which receives a real number x # [0, 1] as
input and outputs 1 with probability x and 0 with probability 1&x. The following
lemma on the performance of Chris serves to prove the upper bound of Theorem 2.
Lemma 11. In the unknown-t model, for any $ satisfying 12$>12 - 2 and
any ! # (0, 2&14$2], the following upper bound on the expected regret holds for
Chris, for some appropriate values of the input parameters M and %.
R \Chris, LINEAR \a2&a1 14$2+!, $r*1&$, MS++=O(log t).
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FIG. 8. The lobpass machine Chris.
This lemma can be proved using a theorem from the theory of stochastic
approximation [10]. Stochastic approximation is a methodology of approximating
the maximum (or any other point of interest) of a regression function. In particular,
we make use of the KieferWolfowitz method in designing Chris.
Below we will describe how Chris works intuitively. Assume that Chris is
currently in the nth iteration and the lob rate equals rn . First, Chris plays a lob
with probability rn+$ (or a pass with probability 1&rn&$). Let Z+ denote the
random variable representing the result of this trial. Then she plays a lob with
probability rn&$ (or a pass with probability 1&rn+$). Let Z& denote the result
of the second trial. There are four possible values that can be assumed by
(Z+, Z&): (1, 1), (0, 0), (1, 0), and (0, 1). Based on the value of (Z+, Z&), Chris
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makes a decision of whether to increase her lob rate p or decrease it. More specifi-
cally, she sets pn+1 :=rn+(Z+&Z&)(%$T ), where % and $ are constants described
in the lemma and T equals t, the number of trials up to that point. Chris then
moves to the lob rate pn+1 and then goes into the next (n+1th) iteration.
It can be shown that for this strategy ( (rn&r*)2)=O(1n) holds for the subclass
specified in the lemma and hence the expected cumulative regret is O(log t).
Lemma 11 is proved via a series of sublemmas, which we state as Lemma 12
through Lemma 14 below.
Lemma 12. Let pn and rn denote, respectively, the values of p and r at the end of
Block 2 of Chris, in the nth iteration. Then, provided that %M1$2+%$ holds,
pn=rn holds for sufficiently large n.
The proof is in Appendix D.
Note here that pn is the goal lob rate that Chris wishes to attain at the n th itera-
tion, and rn is the rate she actually attains. Depending on the value of pn and the
number of plays Chris can use in the n th iteration in trying to get to pn , it may or
may not be possible to set rn exactly (or approximately) equal to rn . The above
lemma says that under the condition that %M1$2+%$ holds, this can be
achieved. This will be necessary for proving the following lemma.
Lemma 13. Assume r* # [$, 1&$] and $>12 - 2 and 0<!<2&14$2, and let
xn=rn&r*. Then there exists K>1, %, and M such that the following holds for any
( fL , fP) satisfying |a1|+|a2 |14$2+!.
(x2n+1) \1& Kn&1+ (x2n) +O \
1
n2+
Proof of Lemma 13. Assume that %M1$2+%$.
If we let yn denote the value of p&r at the end of Block 4 in the n th iteration,
then xn+1=xn+ yn holds from Lemma 12. Thus, we have
(x2n+1) =(x
2
n)+2(xn yn)+( y
2
n). (26)
Since | yn |=O(1n), we have ( y2n)=O(1n
2). Next, using the identity (xn yn)=
E(xn yn)=E(xnE( yn | xn)), we will evaluate (xn yn). Since pn+1=(COIN(#)+
wGx)(T+M), it follows that E( pn+1 | qn+1 , xn)=(#+wGx)(T+M)=G(T+M)=
qn+1 , where qn+1 denotes the value of q at the end of Block 4 of Chris in the
n+1th iteration. Hence, we have
E( yn | xn)=E( pn+1&rn | xn)=E(qn+1&rn | xn). (27)
Thus it suffices to evaluate the expectation of qn+1&rn . First we consider the case
that rn+(Z+&Z&)%$T # [$, 1&$] holds. In this case, we have qn+1=rn+
(Z+&Z&)%$T, and hence qn+1&rn=(Z+&Z&)%$T.
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Since Z+ is a random variable standing for the winloss when playing a lob with
probability rn+$, we have
(Z+) =(rn+$) fL(rn)+(1&rn&$) fP(rn). (28)
Next, if we write rn+’n (’n=O(1n)) for the lob rate after the third line of Block 3
in the n th iteration, then we have
(Z&)=(rn&$) fL(rn+’n)+(1&rn+$) fP(rn+’n)
=(rn&$) fL(rn)+(1&rn+$) fP(rn)+k’n , (29)
where k is some constant. Hence, from (28) and (29), it follows
(Z+&Z&) =2$( fL(rn)& fP(rn))+O \1n+
=&2$(a2&a1)(rn&r*)+O \1n+
=&2$(a2&a1) xn+O \1n+ .
Since qn+1&rn=(Z+&Z&)%$T, it follows that E(qn+1&rn | xn)= &2(a2&
a1) xn %T+O(1n2). Hence from (27) (xn yn) =&2(a2&a1)(x2n)%T+O(1n
2)
follows. Thus it now follows from (26) that
(x2n+1) =\1&4(a2&a1)%T + (x2n)+O \
1
n2+ . (30)
So far we have considered the case that rn+(Z+&Z&)%$T # [$, 1&$] holds, but
since in the general case we have |qn+1&r*||rn+(Z+&Z&)%$T&r*| from the
condition r* # [$, 1&$], so in either case (30) holds. That is, we have in general
(x2n+1) \1& 4(a2&a1)%(2+M)(n&1)+ (x2n) +O \
1
n2+ .
We will now show that % and M can be chosen so that both 4(a2&a1)%(2+M)>1
and %M1$2+%$ are satisfied. First note that these two inequalities are equiv-
alent to the following: 4(a2&a1)>%(2+M)>1$2+%$+2%. Furthermore, since
we have a2&a114$2+!, it suffices to show 1$2+4!>%(2+M)>1$2+%$+
2%. Since $12 - 2, by choosing % to be sufficiently small, the last expression can
be made smaller than 1$2+4!. Having done this, we can then pick M so that the
above inequalities are satisfied. Now assume that % and M have been chosen in the
above manner. That is, we assume that 4(a2&a1)%(2+M)>1 holds, in addition
to %M1$2+%$. Then, for some K>1, it holds that (x2n+1) (1&K(n&1))
(x2n) +O(1n
2) which completes the proof. Q.E.D
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Lemma 14 (Wasan). Let c>p>0, c$>0. Then for arbitrary nn0 , if bn+1
(1&cn) bn+c$n&( p+1) then bnc$n&p(c& p)+O(n&( p+1)+n&c) holds.
Proof of Lemma 11. Applying Lemma 14, which is due to Wasan (Lemma 2 in
[10]), on the inequality of Lemma 13 by letting bn=(x2n) yields (x
2
n)=( (rn&
r*)2)=O(1n); the statement of the lemma follows. Q.E.D
4. A LOWER BOUND ON EXPECTED REGRET
Theorem 4. In the unknown-t model, any player has an expected regret lower
bounded by 0(log t) on LINEAR(a2&a2=1, MS).
Corollary 1. In the unknown-t model, any player has an expected regret of
order 0(log t) on LINEAR.
Proof of Theorem 4. We essentially reduce the online prediction problem for the
probability : of a biased coin with O(log t) expected cumulative KL-divergence in
t trials to the problem of playing LINEAR(a2&a1=1, MS) with an expected regret
of order O(log t). Here : is assumed to belong to a small neighborhood of one half,
say U=0(12)=(12&=0 , 12+=0). Suppose that we are given access to a biased coin
with bias :. Using a random number generator we can simulate the oracle for the
pair of rate probabilistic functions G(:), defined as G(:)=((:&1) r+1, :r+(1&:)).
Note that this pair belongs to LINEAR(a2&a1=1, MS). (The matching shoulders
condition holds because b1=1=:+(1&:)=a2+b2 .) The optimal rate in this case
is exactly :. Thus, if we think of the player’s lob rate r i as its estimate of : at each
step, Lemma 3 implies that the expected regret is lower bounded by the expected
cumulative quadratic loss  ( (r&:)2) for the problem of estimating :. The quad-
ratic loss can be lower bounded by the KL-divergence in the neighborhood of a
half, and the expected cumulative KL-divergence, in turn, can be bounded below by
0(log t) using Rissanen’s lower bound. We make the above argument formal in
what follows.
At any (ith) trial, an online prediction strategy (for Bernoulli processes) f maps the
finite sequence of 0, 1’s up to the (i&1)th trial, generated according to the target
Bernoulli process, into a hypothesis hi # [0, 1] for the true bias p (the probability
with which 1 is generated). The performance of such a strategy can be measured by
the expected cumulative KL-divergence which is defined as E( ti=1 log( p(xi))
hi (x i))=E( ti=1 dKL( p | h i)), where x i is the random variable standing for the
outcome of the i th coin flip and t is the total number of trials.5 Rissanen’s lower
bound, which is more general, implies the following bound in this particular case.
Lemma 15 (Rissanen). For an arbitrary online prediction strategy ( for Bernoulli
processes) f and a sequence of hypotheses [hi] output by f through the above protocol,
the following holds for all p # [0, 1], except in a set of Lebesgue measure zero.
lim inf
t  
E( ti=1 dKL( p | h i))
log t

1
2
. (31)
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5 For simplicity, we write dKL( p | q) for p log( pq)+(1& p) log((1& p)(1&q)).
Now we will upper bound the expectation of the number of successes given in
Lemma 3. By substituting to=2 into (4) and using the fact that a=1, we get
E(*t( fL , fP), t)=w1+E t2(*
t( fL , fP))
=w(r*) t+
1
2 \ :
t
i=2
y2i
i&1
_2t1 +&12 \ :
t
i=2
i_2i
i&1
+t_2t + . (32)
Using the assumption that r* # U=0(12), we can obtain the following inequality.
:
t&1
i=1
( y2i+1)
2i
 :
t&1
i=1
( 12+=0)
2
2i

(1+2=0)2
8
(1+log t). (33)
Next by using Lemma 15 we bound the expectation of (the absolute value of) the
last term in (32), from below. The next lemma relating the KL-divergence and the
quadratic distance is useful to this end.
Lemma 16. For every $>0, there exists =>0 such that for all p, q # U=(12)
dKL( p | q)
(1+$)( p&q)2
2p(1& p)
. (34)
Proof of Lemma 16. Assume qp without loss of generality. Let fp(q)=
dKL( p | q). By Taylor’s theorem, we have fp(q)= f "p ( p)(q& p)22+ f $$$p (:)(q& p)36,
where : is in the range [ p, q]. Now for fp( p) defined above, we have f "p( p)=
1p(1& p). Moreover, | f $$$p (:)|C1 (C1 is a certain constant) holds for ( p, :) #
U=(12)2, assuming =14. Therefore, when ( p, q) # U=(12)2 holds for =14, we
have fp(q)(q& p)22p(1& p)+C2 | p&q| (q& p)2(1+C3 | p&q| )(q& p)22p(1&
p), for some constants C2 and C3 , yielding the claim of the lemma. Q.E.D
For arbitrary $>0, assume that = # (0, 1) satisfies (34) and put =0==2. Now
define a new random variable r$i from ri as follows: r$i=r i if ri # U2=0(12),
r$i=12+=0 if ri12+2=0 , and r$i=12&=0 if ri12&2=0 . Then note that
r$i # U2=0(12)=U=(12) holds and if r* # U=0(12) then (r$i&r*)
2(ri&r*)2. Hence
by Lemma 16, we have
(1+$)(ri&r*)22r*(1&r*) dKL(r* | r$i). (35)
Thus, we obtain
:
t
i=2
i
2(i&1)
(_2i ) :
t
i=2
r*(1&r*)
1+$
(dKL(r* | r$i)) . (36)
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Now, from (32), (33), (36), and a=1, we obtain
 :
t&1
i=0
wi+112+w(r*) t+
(1+2=0)2
8
(1+log t)
& :
t
i=2
r*(1&r*)
1+$
(dKL(r* | r$i)) . (37)
Now Lemma 15 implies that for almost all r*, for an arbitrary positive number
=1>0, for all sufficiently large t, t&1i=0 (dKL(r* | r$i)) is at least (1&=1) log t2, and
by the assumption that r* # U=0(12), we have r*(1&r*)(1&=
2
0)4. Now since we
also have (1+2=0)24, for almost all r* # U=0(12) and for all sufficiently large t,
 :
t&1
i=0
wi+11+w(r*) t+18 \(1+2=0)2&
(1&=1)(1&=20)
1+$ + log t. (38)
Thus for some continuous nonnegative monotone function % such that limx  +0
%(x)=0, we have that for an arbitrary lobpass machine A, for an arbitrary positive
number =2>0, for almost all pairs G(r*)=( fL , fP) such that r* # U%(=2)(12), for all
sufficiently large t,
E(A( fL , fP), t)1+w(r*) t+
=2
8
log t.
Finally when r* equals one half, the strategy that just plays L, P, L, P, ..., etc.
expects to win w(r*) t+12 log t trials when t is even. It is not hard to show that
for any =$>0, if 12&=$r*12+=$, then a similar strategy expects to win at
least w(r*) t+(1&=$)2 log t. Let I denote an ideal player for this game with
r* # U=$(12). Thus for an arbitrary player A, for arbitrary =$, =">0, for almost all
pairs G(r*)=( fL , fP) such that r* # U%(8=")(12), we have for all sufficiently large t,
E(I( fL , fP), t)&E(A( fL , fP), t)\1&=$2 &="+ log t&1.
Hence, we have proved that R(A( fL , fP), t)=0(log t) for an arbitrary player A.
Q.E.D
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We proposed a new variant of the online learning model and analyzed the lob
pass problem within this general framework. Our analyses are for the parametric
case, namely the target probabilistic rate functions are assumed to belong to a given
target class.
We also note that all bounds we give in this paper are uniform in the sense that
they hold uniformly for all members of a given class (e.g., F ), that is, our upper
bounds are of the form (e.g., for player Arthur):
sup
( fL, fP) # F
sup
B
(E(Arthur( fL , fP), t)&E(B( fL , fP), t))=O( f (t)). (39)
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This is to be contrasted with the so-called pointwise bounds of the following form:
\( fL , fP) # F sup
B
(E(Arthur( fL , fP), t)&E(B( fL , fP), t))=O( f (t)). (40)
Note that (39) implies (40) but not vice versa, since the convergence rate of (40)
may depend on ( fL , fP). We stress this fact because related work in the literature
gives pointwise bounds. For example, Kilian et al. [6] have proven (subsequently
to our research) a pointwise upper bound on the expected regret of order O(log t)
for the subclass LINEAR(BO, MS).
In the nonparametric setting, Hiraoka and Amari [4] have recently given
pointwise bounds for an algorithm based on the stochastic approximation technique.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 5
From the first equality in the proof of Lemma 2, the success probability at the
i+1th trial, wi+1 , can be written as follows.
wi+1=w(r*)&(a2&a1) _i yi+1+( fL(r*)& fP(r*))(_i& yi+1)
By letting a=a2&a1 , b= fL(r*)& fP(r*), we have
wi+1=w(r*)&a_ i y i+1+b(_i& yi+1).
From (7), we have
:
t&1
i=1
_i yi+1 =C1&
1
2 \ :
t&1
i=1
y2i+1
i
+_21&t_
2
t & :
t
i=2
i
i&1
_2i +
C2+
1
2 \t_2t + :
t
i=2
i
i&1
_2i &log t+
for some constants C1 and C2 . (In all subsequent formulas, we use Ci in general to
denote constants.) Also, since
_i& yi+1=_i&((i+1) _ i+1&i_i),
we have
:
t
i=2
(_i&1& yi)= :
t
i=2
_ i&1&t_t+_1 .
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It follows from these that
:
t
i=1
wi w(r*) t&
a
2 \t_2t + :
t
i=t0
i
i&1
_2i +
+b \ :
t
i=t0
_ i&1&t_t+&a log t2 &C2 (41)
w(r*) t&
a
2
t0
t0&1 \t_2t + :
t
i=t0
_2i +
+b \ :
t
i=t0
_ i&t_t+&a log t2 &C3 . (42)
We consider the known-t case first. We can set _t so that for all it0 for a large
enough t0
a
2
t0
t0&1
_2i b_i 2
holds. Then we get
:
t
i=1
wiw(r*) t+
b
2 \ :
t
i=t0
_i&2t_t+&a log t2 &C3 . (43)
Since t is known, it is possible to set _t=0 (to be more precise, O(1t)), and at the
same time, _i= for it2, for some positive =. Then, it holds that
:
t
i=1
wi&w(r*) t
b
2 \ :
t
i=t0
_i&2t_t+&a log t2 &C3
b
2 \
=t
2++C4 . (44)
This implies (9) in the statement of the lemma.
Next, we consider the unknown-t case. We assume that _t converges to 0. Then,
for all sufficiently large t0 , we can obtain
:
t
i=1
wi&w(r*) t
b
2 \ :
t
i=t0
(1&=) _i&(1+=) t_t +&a log t2 &C5 (45)
in a manner similar to how we obtained (44). Again, = is an arbitrary positive
constant.
For any : # (0, 1), we can set _i so that
|_i&i&:|
C6
i
holds for all large i, where C6 is a certain positive number. By substituting the
above into (45), we get
:
t
i=1
wi&w(t*) t
b
2 \ :
t
i=t0
(1&=) i&:&(1+=) t1&:+&C7 log t. (46)
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Since
:
t
i=t0
i&:|
t
t0
x&: dx=_x
1&:
1&:&
t
t0

t1&:
1&:
&C8
holds, we have
:
t
i=1
wi&w(t*) t
b
2 \(1&=)
t1&:
1&:
&(1+=) t1&:+&C9 log t.
Finally, noting that the choice of = and : was arbitrary, we obtain (8).
B. Proof of Lemma 8
First, we will show the following fact: Let !i denote Arthur’s lob rate after
Move(r+E2, S) in Block 3 is executed in the i th iteration. Then,
|!i&(ri+Ei 2i)|1Mi (47)
holds for all large enough i.
Assume that ri12 holds without loss of generality. Let Ti denote the total
number of trials played prior to Block 3 in the i th iteration and Si the value of S
set in the i th iteration. Let r~ i denote Arthur’s lob rate before Move is executed in
Block 3 in the i th iteration, and r i Arthur’s lob rate after Move, provided that all
of Arthur’s plays in Move are lobs. Then it suffices to show that r i&ri2i , since
2i is the distance to be traveled within Move. Note that r i=(Tir~ i+S i)(T i+Si).
Hence, we have r i&r~ i=(1&r~ i)(1+Ti S i). Now, it is easy to see that Si
10M1&;i &2 and |ri&r~ i |1Mi hold, and Ti3Mi follows from the condition C4.
Thus TiSi3Mi(10M1&;i &2)M
;
i 3 for all large enough i. We also have 1&r~ i
12&1M i since we assume ri12. It follows from all this that r i&rir i&r~ i&1
Mi(12&1M i)(1+M ;i 3)&1MiM
&;
i =2i for all large enough i. This
implies (47).
Recall that Arthur estimates the success rates of lob and pass at two different
points (in Block 3) in each iteration. Now we assume that ri12 without loss of
generality. Then the points where Arthur estimates are r i and ri+2i , as is guaran-
teed by (47). Below we let x1=r i and x2=r i+2i . Let f *(xj) denote the (empirical)
winning rate of * while Test(xi , K, WLj, WPj) is being executed in the i th iteration
of Arthur, where * equals L or P and j equals 1 or 2. (For example, f L(x1) denotes
the value of WL1 after Test(xi , K, WL1, WP1) is executed.) Define a distribution
function , by ,(u)=Pr[( pi+1&r*)2>u] (u0) and the density function \ by
\(u)=&d,(u)du.
Let dr* denote r*&ri , which equals 2i ( fL(x2)& fP(x2))(&( fL(x2)& fL(x1))+
( fP(x2)& fP(x1))). Then, using |x1&x2 |=2i , we can show that dr* equals
( fL(x2)& fP(x2))a*. Now let dr i denote the value of dr at the end of Block 3 of
Arthur (i.e., estimated value of dr*) and assume that | f *(xj)& f*(xj)|a*=2i for
each 2 and j. Then we have
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dri =
2i ( f L(x2)& f P(x2))
&( f L(x2)& f L(x1))+( f P(x2)& f P(x1))
=
2i ( fL(x2)& fP(x2)+O(a*=2i))
&( fL(x2)& fL(x1))+( fP(x2)& fP(x1))+O(a*=2 i)
=
fL(x2)& fP(x2)+O(a*=2 i)
a*+O(a*=)
=
( fL(x2)& fP(x2))a*+O(=2i)
1+O(=)
=
dr*+O(=2i)
1+O(=)
=dr*+O(=).
Since pi+1=ri+dri , this means that | pi+1&r*|k= where k is some constant,
given that ==0 for some constant =0 independent of a*. Thus, when ==0 ,
| pi+1&r*|>k= can hold only if at least one of the estimates f *(x j) (*=L, P and
j=1, 2) is off by more than a*=2i . Therefore, provided ==0 , we have
,(k2=2)=Pr[( pi+1&r*)2>k2=2] :
*, j
Pr[ | f *(x j)& f*(x j)|>a*=2i].
Now we evaluate each Pr[ | f *(x j)& f*(xj)|>a*=2 i]. Note the fact that when the
current lob rate is r, Arthur can test a pass only once every 1r trials. Thus, the
number of trials used to estimate each of f L(x j) is at least :Mi4i , where : is a cer-
tain constant. Next note that the actual (cumulative) lob rate of Arthur while
Test(xi , K, WLj, WPj) is being executed is not strictly equal to xi but fluctuates
around xi . The range of that fluctuation, however, is within 1Mi . Therefore, the
winning probability of each * in Test(x i , K, WLj, WPj) is within a*Mi from f*(xj).
Thus, assuming that ==0 and a*=2i2a*Mi , we can show the following using
Hoeffding’s inequality (Lemma 6). Pr[ | f *(x j)& f*(xj)|>a*=2i]2 exp(&:2a*2=2
Mi4i22i 8). Therefore, we have ,(k
2=2)8 exp(&:2a*2=2Mi4i22i 8) when 2Mi2i
==0 . Namely we have
,(u)8 exp(&:2a*2uMi 4i22i 8k
2) (48)
when 4k2M 2i 2
2
i uk
2=20 . (In the following, we let & denote 4k
2M 2i 2
2
i .)
Even if one of the estimates f *(x j) (*=L, P and j=1, 2) is off by more than
a*=02i from the actual value (let BAD(=0) denote this event) | pi+1&r*|1 holds,
and thus we have
( ( pi+1&r)2) |
k2 = 20
0
u\(u) du+Pr(BAD(=0)). (49)
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By the definitions of \ and ,, (48) implies u \(x) dx=,(u)8 exp(&:
2a*2uMi4i
22i 2k
2) holds for u # [&, k2=20]. Now define a new function \ by \ (u)=\(u) when
uk2=20 and \ (u)=0 when u>k
2=20 . Then 

u \ (x) dx8 exp(&:
2a*2uMi4 i22i 
2k2) holds for any u&. Hence, from Lemma 7, k2=
2
0
& u\(u) du=

& u\ (u) du
4k2:2a*2Mi4i 22i holds. Noting 
&
0 u\(u) du&, we have 
k2=20
0 u\(u) du4k
2:2a*2
Mi 4i22i +4k
2M 2i 2
2
i . Moreover, Pr(BAD(=0))8 exp(&:
2a*2=20Mi 4i2
2
i 2k
2)
8e(:2a*2=20Mi 4i2
2
i 2k
2)16k2e:2a*2=20Mi4i2
2
i holds. Since =0 is independent of
a*, the statement of the lemma follows from these inequalities and (49).
C. Proof of Lemma 9
Recall that pi+1 denotes the estimate for r* obtained in the i th iteration of
Arthur, and ri+1 denotes the lob rate of Arthur at the end of Block 2 in the
(i+1)th iteration.
Then |ri+1&r*| may deviate from | pi+1&r*| in two ways: (i) p i+1 lies too far
from ri so that the number of trials allowed in the i th stage for moving, Mi , may
not be sufficient for moving to pi+1 , or (ii) pi+1 lies in the margins, namely within
4i from 0 or 1, and Arthur cannot get there, because pi+1 must stay in the interval
[4i , 12&4i] (See Block 4 of Arthur).
First, let us consider the first case. Let x and y respectively denote the right and
left ends of the reachable region, provided the margin restriction is ignored. Let Ti
and ki denote the number of trials and that of lobs played by Arthur up to the end
of Block 2 of the i th iteration. Also, let :Ti denote the number of trials which can
be used for moving in block 2 in the (i+1)th iteration. (Namely, :Ti=Mi .)
We will bound y and 1&x from above in the following.
We will first evaluate the number of lobs played by Arthur within Block 3 in the
ith iteration. In the first call to Test, Arthur plays less than r iMi 2 lobs and in the
second call to Test he plays less than (ri+2i) Mi 2 lobs, as is guaranteed by (47).
In his call to Move, he plays less than 10M 1&;i lobs. Since the total number of trials
played in Block 3 is Mi , Arthur’s lob rate at the end of Block 3 is at most (riTi+
riMi+2iMi2+10M 1&;i )(Ti+Mi)(riTi+riMi+11M
1&;
i )(Ti+Mi). Therefore,
we have
y
riTi+r iMi+11M 1&;i
Ti+Mi+:T i

ri+r iMi Ti+11M 1&;i Ti
1+Mi Ti+:
ri }
1+Mi Ti+11M 1&;i Tiri
1+:
.
Since both TiMi and r i2i hold, we have yr i13(1+:). Similarly, we can
derive (1&x)(1&ri)13(1+:).
Now, let qi+1 denote the lob rate that Arthur will attain at the i th iteration,
ignoring the margin restriction. Then, we can show |qi+1&r*|max[13 |ri&r*|
(1+:), | pi+1&r*|], as follows. There are four cases: (i) When yr*x. Note
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that qi+1= pi+1 holds if ypi+1x, qi+1=x holds if pi+1x, and qi+1= y holds
if pi+1 y. Thus, |qi+1&r*|| pi+1&r*| holds in any case. (ii) When r*x and
pi+1x. In this case, qi+1= pi+1 holds. Hence we have |q i+1&r*|| pi+1&r*|.
(iii) When r*x and pi+1x. Then it follows that rix=q i+1 . Thus, we have
(r*&qi+1)(r*&ri)=1+(ri&qi+1)(r*&ri)=1&(x&ri)(r*&ri)1&(x&ri)(1&
ri)=(1&x)(1&ri)13(1+:). (iv) When p* y. In this case, we can similarly
show the same inequality as in (iii). Furthermore, we can derive 1(1+:)54C by
a simple calculation (provided C4), where C is the constant in Block 5 of Arthur.
Finally, taking into account the margin condition, we obtain the claim of the
lemma.
D. Proof of Lemma 12
It is easy to show that rn&1 # [$, 1&$] holds, where rn&1 is the value of r before
Block 2. If we let T denote the number of trials in the past, and l the number of
lobs among them, then we have l=rn&1T. By symmetry, it suffices to consider the
case Z+&Z&=1 only. In this case, if we let r n&1 denote the maximum possible
value for the lob rate at the end of the n th iteration, then r n&1=(rn&1 T+M)
(T+M). Since T=(2+M)(n&1) it follows that r n&1=(rn&1(2+M)(n&1)+M)
((2+M)(n&1)+M). Thus, we have
r n&1&rn&1=M(1&rn&1)(T+M)$M(T+M), (50)
where we have assumed M2.
Next, we will give a bound on pn&rn&1 . Note that in Block 4, GR is equal to
either wGx or WGX, and hence GR&G1 holds. Thus, it follows that pn&qn=
(GR&G)(>L+>P+M)1((2+M)(n&1)+M), where we wrote qn for the
value of q after the 3rd line in Block 4 at the (n&1)th iteration. It follows therefore
that
pn&rn&11%$T+1(T+M). (51)
From (50) and (51), it follows that
r n&1& pn
$M
T+M
&
1
%$T
&
1
T+M
=
$M&1
T+M
&
1
%$T
. (52)
Now let ,(n) denote the right hand side of (52). Note that if ,(n) is positive then
pn is reachable (namely rn can be made equal to it) in Block 2. Now substituting
T=(2+M)(n&1) in ,(n) yields
,(n)=
$M&1
M+(2+M)(n&1)
&
1
%$(2+M)(n&1)
=
$M&1&1%$
(2+M)(n&1)
+O \ 1n2+ .
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Hence, provided n is sufficiently large, ,(n) is positive provided the following
condition is satisfied:
%M
1
$2
+
%
$
. (53)
Finally note that pn= j((2+M)(n&1)+M) for some integer j. Since (2+M)(n&
1)+M is the total number of trials at the end of Block 2 in the n th iteration, if (53)
is satisfied and hence pn is within a reachable region, then subroutine Move will
make sure that rn equals pn exactly.
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